Abstract. The presented paper concerns the issues of communication networks applied to monitoring and control of reactive power compensator for small hydroelectric plants installed in areas distant from urban agglomerations. Ethernet, CAN, Modbus and GPRS transmission protocols has been used. Industrial programmable controller as a data collector has been used also.
Introduction
Modern control systems must present the growing amount of functions and respond to series of demands. It often means combining already existing devices, partial features and parameters of which are desirable. An example of this combination is Intelligent Compensator of Reactive Power for Small Hydroelectric Plant with Induction Generator projected and built in Electrical Drive Division of Institute of Control and Power Electronics at Warsaw University of Technology. The main module of this device is a three-level power-electronic converter controlled by the DSP processor. The major role of this unit is to produce reactive power in amount that depends on instantaneous conditions in electrical grid and power given by the hydroelectric generator. In order to provide fully functional operation of the compensator in real electrical system, it should have some additional features. The principal role within these features belongs to communication functions which connect the main module with sensors and actuators, and -which is most important for users and designers -they provide an up-to-date information about state of the compensator and generator and give the possibility to control and change the parameters of the device.
Compensator control system
Compensator control system is based on the Texas Instruments TMS320F28335 processor [1] . Its main job is to track measured values of voltages and currents and on this base control the transistor converter to provide proper regulation of capacitive reactive power. Generated reactive power is used to excite the induction generator and assures the proper value of power factor on the plant terminals. The issues of reactive power compensation in small hydroelectric plants are described in papers [2] [3] [4] .
Fully functional and user friendly system installed in target location even must fulfill some additional requirements even during commissioning tests. Essential of these are the following: $ local human-machine interface for control and visualisation of state of the compensator system; $ cooperation with additional auxiliary devices; $ possibility of remote control of the device.
In order not to burden CPU of the compensator with expanded communication tasks, special architecture has been proposed. Industrial programmable logic controller (PLC) is the central element of the communication system. PLC has the role of the main data collector, relay and sender. The Saia PCD3-M6340 [5] controller and the Saia PG5 Controls Suite 2.0 software package [6] have been used. Projected control and data exchange system is presented in Figure 1 . All essential elements of the system mounted in industrial enclosure are presented in Figure 2 . Microprocessor tasks were expanded only by the communication functions to provide one only link with the PLC. Control Area Network (CAN) protocol has been chosen to provide that connection. The PLC apart from CAN interface, is also equipped with MODBUS protocol data link. This interface is often implemented in control&measure devices. In this particular system it is used to connect compensator to power analyser of grid parameters.
Another communication module connected with the PLC is the GSM/GPRS modem. Modem works as the data transmitter in GPRS mode. The link between modem and PLC is realized by the RS232 interface. PLC communicates with modem with use of standard set of AT commands. The GPRS link is used for the external supervision of compensator and generator via internet. 
Device state visualization
HMI panel displays present state of the converter and all instantaneous measured values. It makes possible the supervision of the converter parameters, e.g. current flows, voltages, rotational speed of generator, state of the switches. With number of programmed screens, user gains possibility to change the parameters of converter and generator, reactive power setpoint, capacitor and grid switches position.
The HMI works as a web-panel. Web-panel is a computer with running web-browser displayed on touch-panel. The device has its own ethernet link to communicate with devices around. It has configured IP-address and name of the html file of the server which it will be displaying. The website is located on the PLC which has an additional feature of being a http and ftp server. The www site which is read by the panel from server is written as a java script applet. It is possible to view the visualisation screens using any browser on any PC computer connected to internet (Fig. 3, 4) in the same way but using an external IP address provided by the GPRS link. All displayed data and all the operations performed on the touch panel, i.e.: clicking on active elements, buttons, changing settings and adjustments have an projection in the internal memory of PLC. Data received in that way, can be then transferred to the converter processor via CAN network.
Modbus network
Modbus protocol is an open communication standard which is useful to transfer small packages of data between devices when timing issues are not critical. There is a wide variety of applications of this protocol and it is supported by many device manufacturers. It is commonly used in small distant measurement devices. Data exchange in this protocol is organized in master-slave manner. In this particular system, the PLC plays the role of master of Modbus network. The only slave on in this net is the power analyser. The power analyser is a measurement device which supplies the system with information about active, reactive and apparent power, power factor, currents and voltages in each phase. It's placed between generator-compensator system and grid. It's of course possible to mount equipment such as analyser in other places of the system also connected by modbus network. Figure 5 shows the fragment of programming block which configures parameters of transmission in the master of the modbus network. The slave device is configured correspondingly to the master setup, the setting "Channel 2" stands for second physical port on the controller. Figure 7 shows the image of line and phase voltages and one current measured by an analyser and transferred to the controller. These values are then put into specified controller registers. In the same time, the http server reads these registers and updates the corresponding variables in web java applet. Eventually measured data are displayed on touch panel or in the internet browser. There is a possibility to use those values by the converter processor (after transferring it by the CAN network). 
GPRS transmission
Compensator and its system is to be installed on small hydroelectric plant of Samogowo in region of Warmia in northern part of Poland. The plant is located distantly from urban facilities and agglomerations. There are no phone lines and wire internet access. Moreover this is a maintenance-free object and (except for circumstances like faults or damages) there are no people working there.
For reasons above and the fact that nearly whole territory of Poland is within GSM coverage, it has been decided to make the supervision link using the mobile phone technology. The PLC has been equipped with the GPRS modem. The SIM card provided by the GSM operator is registered to use a packet data transmission. In this way the data prepared in the controller can be shared and read by remote computers in form of e.g. websites. It is also possible to program and to debug the application on the PLC through this connection. Figure 8 shows the result of commands "tracert" and "ping" during the connection between computer located in Warsaw at Warsaw University of Technology and a remote host with IP-address 87.251.253.24 which is in fact the PLC placed at destined location. It is visible that the quality of connection is quite high and the connection is very stable -only one packet was lost per over 1100 sent. However, lag time in transferring packages is long and affects the delay while reading the instantaneous values. Maximum used bandwidth resulting from the continuous transmission of data (web pages) in the local ETH link is about 300 kbit/s. When GPRS connection is used, connection speed is several times lower. For this reason, the data timeliness is low -the delay between the actual and the received value reaches a few seconds. Such a link may not be used for time-critical operations.
Another important functionality of the system, enabled by the GPRS link, is the possibility of remote programming of the PLC. In case of necessity to change the program, web interface, debug or reboot the system -software utility allows such operations from any computer connected to the internet. Figure 9 shows the configuration window of online "utility" in situation of a remote connection with the controller located in the facility. 
CAN bus
CAN bus (Control Area Network) is a network proposed by Bosch company as a communication medium for exchanging data in motor vehicles, e.g. between engine components, fuel injection systems, airbags, ABS system or even radio system. Currently, due to its advantages, this network is used in a number of other applications as fast and reliable medium for exchanging information between different components of devices, also industrial. The project team, assuming the prospect of future use of the compensator not only in small hydropower plants, has chosen this solution as the universal protocol for use in the compensator design.
The main controller of the compensator converter TMS320F28335 processor has a hardware support for CAN2.0 bus which greatly facilitates communication with outside systems. Similarly PCD3-M6340 driver has hardware and software modules to support this protocol. Using the CAN Data Mapping method [8] , provided by the PLC, the data exchange protocol between PLC and converter processor has been designed and implemented.
CAN Data Mapping is a method which forms another layer in space of communication protocols involved in CAN implementations. It is placed over the two lowest (fundamental) layers of the ISO/OSI described in CAN bus standard. It is functionally similar to PDO datagrams in CANopen, however, it formally lies between the application layer of the network and the physical layer and data link defined in the specification of CAN2.0.
Implementation of the protocol is made as follows: Cyclically after period of desired time interval PLC sends the content of selected registers from its memory. Each sent register has its own unique identifier, which is a 29-bit ID field in CAN data frame (Fig. 10) . Simultaneously, the inverter processor sends its own similarly constructed data packet -each sent value has an assigned identifier. Tables 1 and 2 show some of the linked identifiers and process data for both directions of data transfer i.e. from the processor to the PLC controller and from PLC to the processor. The received data frames are analyzed regarding value of the ID field. The content is saved in appropriate memory cells, registers or flags. The links between IDs and memory cells are configured by software in the DSP processor and CAN configuration tool in PLC. 
Summary
In the presented control system a large role belong to the set of communication links enabling an implementation of various functions. These connections are both type: local and remote. Due to the nature of individual elements and project requirements, diverse communication networks of various options and parameters have been used. An industrial PLC has been used as a versatile and multi-purpose data collector allowing local devices and remote computers to connect together. This gave an opportunity to check and test the compensator setup not only in the laboratory but in real conditions in distant locations.
